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Center for Careers, Life, and Service 
To make an appointment, call 641-269-4940 

career@grinnell.edu • www.grinnell.edu/cls 

Writing Résumés

The Résumé as a Communicative 
Marketing Tool
Purpose: A résumé is a professional, selectively tailored 
summary of your personal, educational, and experiential 
qualifications for employment or other competitive or 
informative purposes. In the world of work, a goal of a well-
written résumé is to help secure an interview for a job or 
internship. In the world of education, the goal can be to 
communicate your background and experiences with your 
advisers and mentors, encourage your selection for grants or 
scholarships, help you land a spot in a study-abroad program, 
supplement (and complement) your applications for graduate 
school or prestigious fellowships, or help you identify and 
understand your own strengths and areas for improvement.

Length: Each time you generate a résumé to share, you should 
tailor it to the specific needs at hand. Space limits do not allow 
a résumé to encompass everything you have ever done. For 
undergraduates and recent college graduates, résumés should 
typically be limited to a single page. You should avoid using 
résumé templates from within word-processing programs; wiser 
would be to use the examples included in this guide as models. If 
you are asked to provide a curriculum vitae (CV), you are allowed 
more than one page; but CVs follow different standards. Check 
with a trained adviser at the Center for Careers, Life, and Service 
if you have any questions or would like help drafting or reviewing 
your résumé or CV.

Parts of a Résumé
Contact Information: Include your name as you want to 
be known professionally (in a larger typeface), school or home 
address (you need only one), phone number, and e-mail address. 
Check your voicemail message to make sure it is professional and 
appropriate.

Education: Include Grinnell College (and any previous 
institutions of higher education, if you transferred), the locations 
of all institutions attended, your anticipated or earned degree 
(Bachelor of Arts in X), any concentrations, your expected or past 
graduation month and year, GPA (if respectable), and any study-

abroad experience. Awards and honors can also be included here. 
You should not list your high school diploma unless the person 
reading your résumé will recognize the school and value it.

Experience: This part of your résumé may include several 
sections, including Work Experience, Volunteer Experience, 
Campus Leadership, Community Service, and any other sections 
you create that are particularly relevant to the position or in 
which you have significant experience. Each entry should include 
your title, the organization (or office, department, institution, 
or agency), the location, the dates of your involvement (use, 
e.g., “August 2013–present” if ongoing), and two to four bullet 
points that summarize your accomplishments and the skills 
you acquired. Make sure to start each bullet point with an 
action verb (see list) and provide meaningful details (e.g., how 
many students? what kind of research? what specific methods 
or techniques?). If a position description lists “presentation, 
leadership, and laboratory experience,” use those desired 
qualifications (assuming you have them) as headings for your 
experience sections on your résumé. Be strategic about how 
you cluster your experiences, since you should use reverse-
chronological order for entries within a section—that is, the 
most recent (or ongoing) activities should be at the top of each 
section.

Other Special Sections: Use your judgment, but include 
only material germane to the purpose of your résumé. If you’ve 
received special trainings or certifications, you could include 
a Trainings and Certifications section. You could also include 
a section on Presentations or Publications. Science résumés 
typically include a separate section on Laboratory Skills.

Skills: List any language, technology, or other specialized 
skills you have that make you a particularly attractive applicant. 
Unless the job description specifies, you normally need not list 
Microsoft Office and PC/Mac proficiency, since most employers 
expect all candidates to have basic computer proficiency.
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Action Verbs to Describe Your Skills and Accomplishments
Communication Skills – address  •  arrange  •  author  •  collaborate  •  correspond  

•  develop  •  direct  •  draft  •  edit  •  enlist  •  formulate  •  influence  •  
interpret  •  lecture  •  mediate  •  moderate  •  negotiate  •  persuade  •  
promote  •  publicize  •  reconcile  •  recruit  •  speak  •  translate

Creative Skills – conceptualize  •  create  •  customize  •  design  •  develop  •  direct  
•  envision  •  establish  •  fashion  •  found  •  illustrate  •  initiate  •  institute  •  
integrate  •  introduce  •  invent  •  originate  •  perform  •  plan  •  revitalize  •  shape

Detail-Oriented Skills – approve  •  arrange  •  catalogue  •  classify  •  collect  •  
compile  •  execute  •  generate  •  implement  •  inspect  •  monitor  •  operate  
•  organize  •  prepare  •  process  •  purchase  •  record  •  retrieve  •  screen  •  
specify  •  systematize  •  tabulate  •  validate

Helping Skills – assess  •  assist  •  clarify  •  coach  •  counsel  •  demonstrate  •  
diagnose  •  educate  •  expedite  •  facilitate  •  guide  •  motivate  •  refer  •  
rehabilitate  •  represent 

Management Skills – administer  •  analyze  •  assign  •  attain  •  chair  •  
consolidate  •  contract  •  coordinate  •  delegate  •  develop  •  direct  •  evaluate  
•  execute  •  improve  •  increase  •  organize  •  oversee  •  plan  •  prioritize  •  
produce  •  recommend  •  review  •  schedule  •  strengthen  •  supervise

Research Skills – clarify  •  collect  •  critique  •  diagnose  •  evaluate  •  examine  •  
extract  •  identify  •  inspect  •  interpret  •  interview  •  investigate  •  organize  
•  review  •  summarize  •  survey  •  systematize

Teaching Skills – adapt  •  advise  •  clarify  •  coach  •  communicate  •  coordinate  
•  develop  •  enable  •  encourage  •  evaluate  •  facilitate  •  guide  •  inform  •  
instruct  •  mentor  •  persuade  •  stimulate  •  train

Technical Skills – assemble  •  build  •  calculate  •  compute  •  configure  •  design  
•  devise  •  engineer  •  fabricate  •  install  •  maintain  •  operate  •  overhaul  •  
program  •  remodel  •  repair  •  retrieve  •  solve  •  upgrade

Résumé Tips
• Revise and tailor your résumé (and cover letter) for every position; avoid 

résumé templates

• Arrange the entries on your résumé so the most relevant information is 
presented first

• Use categories that complement your experiences and the position description

• Express your professional accomplishments and skills clearly and succinctly

• Use short phrases, not complete sentences (no sentence-ending punctuation 
allowed; string phrases together with semicolons, if necessary)

• Use consistent and parallel formatting

• Remember your audience: contextualize sufficiently and avoid Grinnell-specific 
abbreviations

• Remember that white space is your friend: be selective, and do not try to cram 
in everything

• Omit unrelated high school activities (unless of state or national importance: 
Intel Science Fair award, state-champion athletics, etc.)

• Do not list your references on your résumé; list their names and contact 
information in order of strategic importance on a separate page (with your 
name and contact information at the top)

• Never send out your first draft: proofread carefully and have your résumé 
reviewed at the CLS before submitting

• Save and submit your résumé in .pdf format, whenever possible, to preserve 
formatting

1. Keep margins reasonable: 0.60” top and bottom; 
0.75” left and right (minimums).

2. Ben has included his preferred name in 
parentheses.

3. Ben is applying for a summer internship in New 
York City, so he has also included his home 
address. (He could omit his Grinnell address, if 
he wished.)

4. Use a permanent e-mail address (or your 
Grinnell address, if you check it frequently 
enough or have the messages forwarded).

5. If you have not yet declared your major, provide 
your intended major.

6. This material is right-justified for ease of 
reading.

7. Describe your anticipated graduation date as 
“expected”; provide month and year.

8. Ben is applying for a government internship 
that requires a quantitative background, so 
he has selectively included relevant non-
psychology (his intended major) courses here. 
(Listing courses in your major is normally 
not necessary.) The guideline is that you may 
include related coursework if you are applying 
to positions that are not obvious based on 
your major (e.g., an art major applying for an 
internship in finance). List the names (not 
departments or course numbers) of any courses 
taken that fit the position and enhance your 
application.

9. Including high school activities is fine if you are 
a first- or second-year student. By your third 
year, you should be filling your résumé with 
college-level activities and experiences.

10. Ben has used generic section headings; feel free 
to tailor yours to your specific experiences. Be 
creative! Organize sections so that the most 
relevant activities appear closer to the top of 
your résumé.

11. Note consistent placement (and formatting) 
of information across entries: position, 
organization, location, and dates.

12. Each bullet point begins with an active verb (see 
list); note appropriate tenses.

13. Include quantitative details in descriptions. 

14. Include details about what you did both during 
and after activities that are finished (that is, 
provide accomplishments: tasks completed, 
goals met or exceeded, accolades received). 

15. If necessary to fill the page, include job 
shadowing, volunteer work, part-time jobs, 
involvement in student groups.

16. Organize entries in reverse chronological order 
(most recent or ongoing activities at the top).

17. Athletic or artistic involvement demonstrates 
well-roundedness; feel free to include (if space 
permits).

18. Include language skills, computer skills, other 
specialized proficiencies or abilities germane to 
the purpose of the résumé.
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